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Robust Observer Backstepping Neural Network
Control of Flexible- Joint Manipulator
Withit Chatlatanagulchai, Hyuk Chul Nho, and Peter H. Meckl

Abstracf--An output-feedback controller design for flexiblejoint manipulators is presented. The proposed controller
design consists of a nonlinear Luenberger-type observer,
multilayer neural network plant identifier, and controller
based on a backstepping framework and variabte structure
controller. Only link angular positions are measured as
outputs. The controller achieves good performance despite the
presence of additive external disturbances, unmodeled
dynamics, actuator nonlinearities, i.e., deadzone and backlash,
and payload changes. Simulation of a two-link flexible-joint
manipulator is included.

I. INIRODUCTION
YNAMIC modeling and control design of flexible.
joint manipulators have attracted the attention of many
researchers due to the fact that joint flexibility is one of the
major obstacles in the design of high performance motion
controls for industrial robots [l]. Sources ofjoint flexibility
arise from driving components such as actuators, gear teeth,
transmission belts, or transducers inserted in joints to
measure joint torque. Thus, if high performance is required,
joint flexibility should be taken into account in both
modeling and control design.
Controller design for flexible-joint manipulators is quite
a challenging problem. Besides being a highly coupled
nonlinear system, the system is under-actuated, i.e., the
number of control inputs is less than the degrees of
freedom, which prohibits each link to be directly actuated
by the torque input. In addition, the system possesses hard
nonlinearities in the form of friction, deadzone and backlash
[2]. In operation, the manipulator is usually also subjected
to external disturbances, both repetitive and non-repetitive.
In some situations, it is also impossible technically or
economically to have sensors for all states. Moreover, the
system is usually time varying due to payload changes.
In the past, several control design schemes have been
proposed for control of flexible-joint manipulators based on
such design frameworks as backstepping, passivity-based,
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singular perturbation and intelligent techniques such as
fuzzy logic and neural networks. Comparison among
various backstepping and passivity-based controllers based
on cascaded plant is presented in [3]. Control design based
on singular perturbation can be found in [4], [SI, 161.
Intelligent techniques used for plant identifiers are reported
in [7], [ 8 ] . All previous works are based on some rather
restricted assumptions, such as unknown plant parameters
must be linearly parametrizable, acceleration or force must
be measured, plant is known exactly, disturbances are
allowed only at input channels, system must be
autonomous, etc.
The controller design technique used in this paper is
presented by the authors in [9]. Fig. 1 depicts the system
block diagram. Multilayer neural networks are used to
identify unknown plant functions using their universal
approximation properties. Nonlinear Luenberger-type
observer is used to estimate unmeasured states. This enables
us to design a controller using only link angular position
measurement. Controller structure is based on backstepping
technique. Robustness is provided by variable structure
controller. The plant being controlled is a two-link flexible
joint manipulator subjected to external additive
disturbances. Extension to more links can be done naturally
and is not presented here. We include actuator
nonlinearities, i.e., deadzone and backlash, and a reasonable
friction model, as proposed in [13], in the plant used in our
simulation. The control objective is to track a desired
trajectory while payload changes.
The paper is organized as follows. Section I1 contains the
system description. Section 111 contains identifier, observer
and controller designs. Section IV presents simulation
results and Section V is the conclusion.
11. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Fig. 2 depicts the schematic of a two-link planar flexible
joint manipulator. Links are driven by motors via chains
and sprockets. Each joint has a linear torsional spring to
provide flexibility. The second motor and sprocket are
attached to the first link.

A. Dynamics Model
Lagrange's method is used in deriving the mathematical
model. Details ofthe derivation can be found in [lo].
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Assumption 1: kinetic energy of the second motor and
sprocket are mainly due to their pure rotation and neglect
the rotation of the link.
Imposing Assumption 1 and letting q, =[S, e,]' and
q2 =[e, 4f,we then have the plant model in a more wellknown form [1I]:

M(q,)4;,+ Y ( q l , 9 , ) q , + K ( q , - q z ) = O ,
Jqz+ Bq2 K(q, q 2 )= T ,

-

-

(2.1)

where M ( q , ) is inertia matrix, V(ql,ql) is Coriolis matrix,
K is joint flexibility matrix, J represents the inertia of
motors and sprockets, B represents intemal damping of the
torsional spring, and T = [ r T,]' is the input torque
vector.
B. Friction Model
A reasonable friction model [I31 is as follows:

system motion. When the driving gear changes its position,
the driven gear follows only after some delay. A backlash
model as in [2] is given by

f = B(T,r,Z) =

mZ $t> 0 and T = m(z-d'),
f t< 0 and T = m ( z - d - ) ,
lo
otherwise.

(2.4)

d., d,, m are unknown numbers

E. Overall Plant Model
Fig. 3 depicts the overall plant model, where U is our
designed control input, r is output of the deadzone model,
and Tis output of the backlash model, which is input torque
to actually drive the manipulator. Both r and T are not
measurable. Adding a friction model (2.2) to the dynamics
model @I), we have the overall model as follows:
M(q1)4;1 +%I >B,)B+ K(q, - q 2 ) + N 4 I ) = 0,
2 + BBz - K(qi
91) + F, (4, ) = T ,

-

4

where F;(q,)= [P(&,)F(6,)]'andF,(q2) = [F(b5)F(bJ'.
Letting xI= ql, xz = q,,x, = q,, xq = q2, we can transform
the model to strict feedback form as follows:
XI

where ~~,u~,o~,F,,F,,v,
are unknown parameters usually
obtained from experiment, 5 is the average deflection of
the bristles in the micro scale, 6 is the relative angular
velocity between the two surfaces, and F is the friction
force that comprises coulomb friction, Stribeck effect, and
viscous friction.
C. Deadzone Model
Deadzone is a static nonlinearity that describes
insensitivity of the system to small input signals. Deadzone
at the input to an actuator system, e.g., DC motor, is usually
caused by friction and mechanical wear. Because a
deadzone changes the characteristic of the desired control
input, compensation is needed to remove' its effect.
Compensation schemes using multilayer neural networks
can be found in [2]. The mathematical model of deadzone
as in [I21 is given as follows:

i

4(u)<O, usd.,
d. < u < d + ,
\(U) > 0, u 2 d,.

T = D ( u ) = 0,

= x,

+dnI,

.i.z = f,(xi, *,) + g, (xi 9 xz)(xj + ds2),

x, = x, + d o , ,

(2.5)

f = f,(xt, 1 2 , ~

3~ , 4

+) gq (xi, x,, xj

7

x,)(r+ d,,),

y=x,,

where x,, T E W' and
f, = -M(.+l

A, g, are as follows:

[V(x,,x,)x, + F;(%) +

xr,I,

g, = M(3r1K,

f , =-J"[Bx, - K ( x I - x , ) + F , ( x , ) ] , g , = J-'.

n

Assumption 2: d., E C' L:, Vi = I,. ..,4, are additive
uncertainties that may depend on some states and time and
are bounded by
(q,t)ll< d,,,,,

V i = I,. ..,4, Vk = 42,

where de,kuare unknown.
(2.3)
111. COWTROL SYSTEM DESlGN

d _ , d + are unknown numbers and may be time-varying.
4 (U) and k(u) are unknown functions.

Definition I : (**) = (c) - (:), where @*) is actual value to
be estimated, ( z ) is estimated error and (:) is estimated
value.

D. Backlash Model
The space between teeth on a mechanical gearing system
must be made larger than the gear teeth width as measured
on the pitch circle in order to avoid jamming when two
gears are meshing. Backlash is the difference between tooth
space and tooth width. Backlash results in a delay in the

A . Identifier Design
Each unknown function in (2.5) is identified by one 3layer NN as in Fig. 4 using its universal approximation
property proved in 1141. Each variable in the network can
be defined as follows:
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z= [

Z] ,zz,.

V = [Y,,V2 ,...,V I ] €

E W"+l,

R("+l)XI,

vi =[vil.vi2 ,..., Y;(,+l)]T
g ( W , V , Z ) = WTS( V 9 ) E

s( V ' Z ) = [s ( V p ) , s

where

T

..,zn,1)

E R"+l ,1=1,2

,...,I ,

w,

(VTZ)

,...,s ( Y T Z ) , I T €

@+I,

W = [ y , w * ,..., W/,W,+,] T E W l + l .
se) can be any appropriate activation function. In this
paper
we
use
a
sigmoid
function
s(zi)= l / ( l + e - " ) , V z j E W.
Assumption 3: Any smooth nonlinear function,
g ( z l , z 2,...,z n ) E R , can be represented by a 3-layer NN
with some constant ideal weight matrices, W',V', as
follows:
g(z1,z2,. ..,2.)

where
E"

>o.

= W*'S(V'TZ)

IIEI~<E~

j]='9isfi('i',?,)E
>'
g~k=w~ks~k('&'&)E

W.

B. Observer Design
To design an observer for plant (2.5), we proceed from
mapping the states of the plant to the derivatives of the
outputy as follows:

Y, =

+E,

is approximation error with unknown

Assumption 4: IIW'II 9 W,, IIY'IIp 5 Vu,where W, and
V, arenotknown.
The approximation of g ( z l , z 2 ,..,zn)
.
is given hy

g = @.'S(t"Z).

Assumption 5: The plant (2.5) is uniformly completely
observable.
Proposition I : Using a nonlinear observer [9] as follows:

(3.1)

Lemma I : The NN approximation error can be put in a
linearly parameterized form in terms of
and f as
~ r ' s ( ~ T ~ ) - W ' 7 S ( V=
' r@~ r) ( $-$'fTz)+@''FfT2+du,

j = il,

where .$ = S(P'Z)E W"',

s' = d

i ~ ~ { ~ ~ , ~ ~R(it')x('tl),
, . . . , ~ ~ , O } ~

0 < q 2 1, E = block-diag[E,,&,]E
L = b l o c k - d i a g [ L , , L , ] ~W*, where L! =[ll,lz,13,14]r is
such that s4 +I$ +I,s' +l,s+l, is a Hurwitz polynomial.
There exists q, 0 < ?j9 I , such that V q E (O,q), i + x as
t+-.
Proof: See [ 9 ] .

= 1 /(I + e-'!),Vzi E W.
The residual term du is bounded by
~(2,)

Proof See 1151.

Replacing unknown functions in (2.5) with neural
network estimates, we have
xl=xz+d,,,

(3.2)

C. ControllerDesign
There exist known constants gVku> O
5 g,, , Vi = 1,2,3, Vj = 1,2, V k = 1,2.
xld E C' nLL is a vector of desired
trajectory.
Assumption 8: There exist unknown constants xv,, > 0
such that IIiuS xt,, Vi = 1,. ..,4, Vj = 1,2.
Assumption 9: There exist unknown constants I;,, > O
such that ((I;- uj(l9 I;,, Vi = 1,2.
The control objective is to make output, xI, follow
desired trajectory xld as closely as possible, while all the
signals in the closed-loop systems are bounded. We propose
the following controller for the system in (2.5). For
convenience, arguments are dropped where appropriate.

(1
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Proposition 2: Consider the closed-loop system
consisting of the plant (2.9, the observer (3.4), the
identifier (3.l), the deadzone model (2.3), the backlash
model (2.4), and the controller as follows:
X2d
ld
x4d

= -'IZI

"Id

--^-I

-

= [%dl

g2 k W z , ~

= -g2Uzl ,zI'-

c

,'2d2

I

'XW

U = -g;'[glUz,+ C l +

z

'1
~

rwfi.r~./i,'rwgC.r~ggk,r~~ > O.

9

~

~

l

~

x

~

~

~

u

~

~

~

(3.5)

= [x4dl~x4d11T 7

+i

-

Kij = rkg[filzg -ukgKg],
where

-fd

-u5*,J

= [u,,.21'

I

where
z j = i j - x j d , V i = l , . _ . ,4,

~

Assume all the above assumptions hold and assume there
exist
sufficiently large compact sets such that all input
~ ~ x l d ~ ~ x ~ ~ Z ~ r ' ,
signals of all neural networks belong to these sets at all
times. Then, for bounded initial conditions, we have that all
system sta!es (.xi,
=!
,...,"4 ), output 0,estimated
virtual control inputs
weights ( W8th,VHt,Wfi,Vfi,Kq),
( xid, i = 2,. ..,4 ), and actual control input ( r ) are uniformly
ultimatelv
bounded.
Moreover.
all
errors

ui

Proof: See [9].

is a small positive number. i?# approximates K,;where

IV. SMULATION
RESULTS
To represent an actual physical system as closely as
possible, parameters of the plant dynamic model (2.1) used
in our simulation are obtained from real experiments with
the following results:
0.201 + O . O ~ ~ O S O , 0.0266+ O . O ~ C ~ ~ B ,
M ( q , ) = [ 0.0266+0.03cos81
0.0266

'=[

0.017

o

0,0014]%
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Parameters used in friction model (2.2) are as follows:

a, = 0.02
a, = 0.01, 0, = 0.1, F, = IO, F, = 20, v, = 0.1,
for F(b1),F(8,) and u2= 0.056 for F(8,), F ( 8 , ) .
Parameters used in deadzone model (2.3) are as follows:
d. = -0.1, d+= 0.1, A,(u) = (U - d . ) , &(U) = (U -d+).
Parameters used in backlash model (2.4) are as follows:
d- =-0.1, d’ =O.l, m = 1.
Extemal disturbances that appear in (2.5) are as follows:

effectiveness of the proposed backstepping neural network
observer-controller design scheme. It should be noted that
this design scheme can handle uncertainties very well both
from additive disturbances and from unknown nonlinear
fimctions, which can be time-varying or contain unmodeled
dynamics.
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CONCLUSION

Analysis as well as simulation using a rather complete
model of a two-link flexible-joint manipulator shows the
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Fig. I . Observer-identifier-eonvollersystem diagram,

are not used (measured states, known plant). (d) when both observer and
identifier are used (unmeasured states, unknown plant).

Fig. 6. Tracking perfopance during 30.s: (a) B verjus8, , (b) error
S,
(c) 6, versus8,, (d) error 8, -8,. (e) 8, verjusd,, , (0 errof

-e,,,

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of planar two-link flexible-joint manipulator.
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Fig. 3. Overall plant model.

1.
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tim(.l

Umc,

Fig. 7. Similar to previous figure but with 8,,8,,,6,

l m a -

Fig. 4. A 3-layer neural network.

m
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(0

Fig. 5 . Overall tracking ermr ( 9 - 4, ) comparison: (a) when observer is
not used (measured states, unknown plant). (b) when identifier is not used
(unmeasured states, known plant). (c) when both observer and identifier

a
m"1

c,

Fig. 8. Control input during 30 s: (a) torque T , @) torque
(c)
variable struelure control input ullh.., ,(d) u , ,(e\~ us&,
~ ,~(f) u,+,~~.
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